
10 ways to beat the inventory shortage 
& future-proof your dealership

A new model for short supply & 
virtual selling in 2022 and beyond

Car prices and demand are at all-time highs, amidst inventory shortages.  
Sure, you’re probably making more money on the cars you  

can sell—but you’re also turning away more customers than ever. 

After all, if the cars aren’t on the lot, they can’t be sold, right?

Not quite. Smart, profitable, proactive dealers are looking to these tactics 
to future-proof their business and overcome inventory challenges.

1. Consider stocking up on used cars, even high mileage ones1
With new-car shortages shifting many buyers downmarket, more dealers 
are selling cars with greater than 150,000 miles—especially given they’re 

commanding prices 12% higher than in 20211.

Empathy builds stronger,  
more trusting customer experiences.  

Add these questions to your list:

• What did you love and hate about 
your last dealership experience?

• What did you see yourself driving 
when you were a kid?

• Why do you prefer [X car brand] 
over [Y car brand]?

• What challenges are you facing 
with this purchase?

A digital retail platform that clearly 
outlines the deal’s details rebuilds trust.

Many digital auto retail programs promise a smooth omnichannel experience,  
but in reality get by with stitched-together workflows and poor customer experience.

When the car’s not on the lot, turn 
a customer’s disappointment to 

excitement with a presale. A digital 
retail tool makes the process fun 
and interactive as they build their 
spec live. Make the first pencil and 

take a deposit on the spot.

Digital-first car buyers demand an omnichannel 
experience and single point of contact (SPOC) 

sales bring that to life in the showroom. 

SPOC makes for more trusting relationships and 
smoother deals. The model also facilitates easy 

remote sales and can boost PVR drastically.

You might be sold out of the hottest models, but that doesn’t mean a customer can’t 
find a new car that ticks all their boxes. Consider these quick-selling models and 

slower-selling alternatives–in many cases, with better gas mileage and lower prices.

A digital retail tool with side-by-side comparisons can make the swap even easier.

Whether it’s a fully remote deal, a pre-delivery walkaround, or a 
new customer preview, digital retail brings a car to life on screen.

• Ford Bronco Sport  ➡  Ford Escape

• BMW 3-Series  ➡  BMW X2

• Audi Q5  ➡  Audi A5

• Subaru Forester  ➡  Subaru Legacy

Still, more than half of young (under 35) 
buyers who inquire expect a response 
within 3 hours—and nearly a quarter 

say 30 minutes or less. 

But don’t forget about the vehicle they 
already have. If they can’t buy new 

today, they might be interested  
in service, maintenance,  

or accessories for their current ride.

Reach beyond your own lot to find the ideal vehicle from your tablet, 
show it off virtually without traveling to the showroom—and lock it down 

remotely before it’s sold to someone else. 

You can even use a digital retail tool’s in-app analytics to analyze the effects 
of cross-rooftop selling—it can unlock incredible monthly sales records.

Transparency + empathy = better customer experiences

Make the home-to-showroom experience truly seamless

Inventory may be short, but back-end products and protection plans are still 
abundant. When they’re easier to purchase within the digital retail experience, 

customers buy more and you make higher PVR.

One dealer using Upstart Auto Retail saw a 69% increase 
in new-car PVR thanks to integrated back-end menus.
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Offer custom, VIN-less, and in-transit pre-sales

Pivot to single point of contact sales

Respect long sales cycles, but chat back right away

Cross-sell between rooftops
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Use virtual tours and video chats for remote sales

Promote alternative in-stock models
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Make it extremely easy to buy and finance add-ons 2

Dealing this inventory is easier with easy 
instant  trade-in offers on your website and by 

heeding these tactics:

• Thorough reconditioning

• Removing obvious dents and scratches

• Being upfront with vehicle history reports

• Providing maintenance history receipts

• Posting a large amount of photos

Supercharge sales during 
a low-inventory market

The combination of customer-first and digital-first dealer 
models can create an optimal online-showroom hybrid 

experience. This way, you’ll meet  buyers where, when, and how 
they want to buy, with in-stock models that satisfy their desires.

 
Head to upstart.com/dealers to learn  
more and bring future-proof digital  

auto retail to your showroom. 

69%  

higher PVR for new 
cars for Del Grande 

Dealer Group
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More than

of surveyed 18-24-year 
old buyers more likely to 
buy with a personalized 

video tour

of dealers in 2022 are 
highly virtual—are you 

meeting the market  
or falling behind?

76%  

wish they could 
spend less time at 

the dealership

50%+  

want dealers to 
respond within  

3 hours.
 

Live chat capability 
is even better.

But only 26% of buyers agree. 

77% of dealers think they  
offer a transparent buying process.
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The inventory shortage is stretching the buying process—a leisurely digital browsing 
experience can lead to more than 900 touchpoints over three months or more.

Initial  
outreach

Setting  
appointments

Showroom  
sales

Desking F&I
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Upstart Auto Retail’s entire 
process is on a single platform 

with seamless integrations 
for DMS, finance, and more. 
And the iPad interface in the 

showroom keeps them familiar 
and in control at every step.


